A new robust pairwise statistic, the pairwise median scaled difference (MSD), is proposed for the detection of anomalous location/uncertainty pairs in heteroscedastic interlaboratory study data with associated uncertainties. The distribution for the IID case is presented and approximate critical values for routine use are provided. The determination of observationspecific quantiles and p-values for heteroscedastic data, using parametric bootstrapping, is demonstrated by example. It is shown that the statistic has good power for detecting anomalies compared to a previous pairwise statistic, and offers much greater resistance to multiple outlying values.
Introduction
Inter-laboratory studies are frequently used to assess the performance of methods of measurement, monitor the measurement performance of laboratories or assign reference values to materials for use in validation or calibration of future measurement systems. There are international standards and guides that govern the conduct of many such studies, particularly for test method performance and proficiency testing, one of the most common forms of laboratory performance assessment. Most such studies involve the circulation of one or more test items to all laboratories, who then return one or more observations on each test item.
An important part of the assessment of data in such studies is the identification of anomalous returns, either to screen data before summary statistics are calculated or to provide measures of laboratory performance. Plotting is of course an effective method of identifying outlying values where visual inspection is used, though one needs to choose the plotting method carefully when an 'outlier' needs to be judged by comparison with its own reported uncertainty and not simply on the location within the data set as a whole. It is, however, usual to check that an apparently anomalous value is indeed unlikely to arise by chance. A number of statistical methods have therefore been in common use for decades for identifying anomalies in data without associated uncertainties, the most commonly used being univariate outlier tests such as Dixon's and Grubbs' tests [5] , [9] Cochran's test for extreme variance, [2] and Mandel's h and k statistics [14] (largely used for visual inspection rather than forming an outlier check). Tests based on interquartile range are also sometimes used; points outside the traditional whisker ends on a box and whisker plot have long been understood as outliers. Outlier checks based on robust statistics can also be used; for example, a result might be regarded as suspect if outsideμ ± 2σ whereμ andσ are robust estimates of location and scale respectively, such as the median and scaled median absolute deviation. These checks are usually effective for data that is not accompanied by an estimated uncertainty and can be assumed (at least for initial inspection) to be homoscedastic. However, participants in inter-laboratory studies of measurement performance increasingly report measurement uncertainty information with their results, usually in the form of a standard uncertainty or standard error associated with the individual result. In more traditional studies, too, laboratories may report replicate observations which allow the study coordinator to assess the withinlaboratory precision for each laboratory and calculate a standard error for each laboratory mean based on the dispersion of replicate observations. In either case, the coordinator then has a set of observed values each with associated uncertainty. Often, the reported or calculated uncertainties are very different, that is, the results must be considered heteroscedastic. Where that is the case, and particularly where summary statistics use the reported uncertainty, classical outlier tests are inappropriate; a comparatively extreme result accompanied by a (correctly estimated) large uncertainty would be incorrectly classed as anomalous by classical outlier tests, while a more central result with a very small standard uncertainty may be mistakenly treated as unexceptional. There is therefore good reason to seek indicators of anomalous data which take associated uncertainty into account.
In this study, we propose an indicator based on a scaled pairwise comparison to identify anomalous values. A brief motivating example is given, followed by the proposed statistic. The distribution and critical values for the heteroscedastic case are considered and critical values for that case are provided. A methodology for assessing statistical significance for the important case of heteroscedastic data is given. Finally, the performance of the proposed statistic is compared with another, related, statistic that has been proposed for this purpose.
A motivating example
Consider the data in Table 1 , plotted in Figure 1 The data are from a pilot exercise on conductivity [15] , organised under the auspices of the CCQM, the international committee responsible for measurements of amount-of-substance. First, the plot shows very wide differences in reported uncertainty. These are largely attributable to differences in available equipment in different institutes. Second, some apparently extreme values at either end (the values are plotted in ascending order of result) appear to be outliers, some severe. Yet closer inspection shows that these values Figure 1 : Results from an interlaboratory comparison in electrochemistry (specifically, conductivity of standard buffer solutions) in which laboratories reported uncertainties. Error bars show 'expanded uncertainties' at ±2u, broadly interpretable as estimated 95% confidence intervals with allowance for possible systematic effects, calibration uncertainties etc. The inset shows a vertical expansion of the central laboratories, with laboratory numbers along the bottom of the inset. The horizontal line is the median of the data set.
are accompanied by large confidence intervals, overlapping both the central line in the plot (here, drawn through the median of the data to aid inspection) and each other's intervals. By contrast, some of the central values with small uncertainties do not appear to be outliers at all, yet on closer inspection (inset) it becomes apparent that these laboratories do not agree with one another within reported uncertainties, and some do not agree with the central location estimate. To complicate interpretation, agreement (or otherwise) with the central location estimate depends on the choice of estimator; changing from a median to a mean, to a weighted mean, to a weighted robust estimate (such as an MM-estimate [21] ) or to a random-effects model with an additional variance term for overdispersion, changes the interpretation as to which of these laboratories is performing well and which is not. Finally, for many outlier detection methods, the presence of two or more outliers is very likely to cause some 'masking', and some of the values with larger reported uncertainty in this case may be marked as outliers on the basis of their location, when in fact their reported uncertainties show their location is not unreasonable.
In such cases, it is useful to have some indicator of anomalies that a) does not depend on the location estimated from the data, b) uses the reported uncertainty information and c) is in-sensitive to a fairly large proportion of anomalous values, 'anomalous' being judged in terms of location compared to the associated uncertainty.
3 A pairwise median statistic for detection of location/uncertainty observations Douglas and Steele [7] have previously suggested the use of pair-difference chi-squared statistics as an indicator of anomalies or overdispersion in similar data, an approach which removes dependence on a choice of location estimator but which remains sensitive to multiple outliers. Rousseeuw [18] has shown that a quantile-based function of all pairwise differences provides an efficient outlier-resistant estimator of scale. Inspired by this pairwise approach, and seeking a more outlier-resistant indicator of individual anomaly than a chi-squared statistic, the use of a median absolute scaled difference (MSD) is proposed as an indicator of anomalous data. This is calculated simply as follows:
i. For each value/uncertainty pair (x i , u i ) form the set d i of j = 1..n, j i scaled differences as
ii. Calculate the median absolute scaled deviations Q E i as
(Q is chosen here for the similarity to Rousseuw's Q n ).
Inspection of eq. (2) gives a qualitative idea of how Q E will behave. The d ij are formed by dividing a signed difference by the (estimated) uncertainty of the difference. If x i and x j arise from normal distributions with a common mean value and with standard deviations u i and u j respectively, we expect the distribution of d ij to be normal with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The median of the absolute values of a standard normal distribution is 0.674. However, as x i becomes discrepant with more and more x j , the indicator increases; values far above 0.674 indicate that the x i is discrepant with a majority of other data points. Because this indicator is based on the median of differences, it is not greatly affected by a small number of large differences. The indicator uses all the available uncertainty information. Finally, because the indicator is based solely on pairwise differences, it is independent of any estimated location for the data set as a whole, satisfying all three of the desirable properties listed above.
It is, however, important to have some indication of how large Q E needs to be to indicate that an apparent anomaly is unlikely to arise by chance; that is, some guidelines or critical value that characterises a data point as unusually extreme when judged by this indicator. It is also sensible to ask how sensitive the indicator is to anomalies; that is, how powerful Q E is as a test for anomaly in the presence of other 'outlying' values. These are the subjects of the next three sections.
Distribution and critical values for the IID case
The distribution for Q E in the IID case is clearly of limited interest when faced with highly heteroscedastic data such as that in Figure 1 . It does, however, provide an understanding of the expected behaviour, it is of interest when the data show roughly similar uncertainties and, as we show below, it provides a rough guideline for inspection. We therefore present brief results for the IID case here, with derivation in Appendix 1.
For the case of n even, Q E for a single observation x 0 chosen at random is the median of n − 1 absolute differences |x 1 -x 0 |, |x 2 -x 0 |, . . . , |x n−1 -x 0 |. Appendix 1 shows that the cumulative distribution F Q E (|d|) conditional on x 0 can be written in a computationally useful and compact incomplete beta function form,
where
and I p (a, b) is the incomplete beta function at a value p with parameters a and b (see Appendix 1 for definition). Integration over x 0 , assumed normally distributed with mean and standard deviation identical to the true mean and standard deviation of all other observations, then provides the marginal distribution.
The form for odd n, which is a median of an even number of differences, is more intricate; a form conditional on x 0 can be shown (Appendix 1 part 2) to be
In addition to the integration over t, this also requires integration over x 0 to obtain the marginal distribution. Neither form is amenable to algebraic integration; both must be evaluated numerically. This is straightforward for the even-n case (eq. (3)) up to at least n = 10 6 , as we can take advantage of robust functions implementations of the incomplete beta function. With care, integration is also achievable, albeit more slowly, for the odd-n case of eq. (5) at least up to n = 299, though we found that numerical rounding becomes a problem at high probabilities and higher n (near 400). An example distribution function calculated using eq. (3) for n = 10 is given as Figure 2 , compared with the empirical cumulative distribution from a small simulation. Given a cumulative distribution implementation, quantiles for any reasonable probability and value of n can be obtained by numerical root finding. Interpolation on pre-calculated values can also provide useful estimates quickly; practical estimation for routine use is discussed in more detail in Appendix 2.
The limitation to modest odd n is not a serious problem. First, the likely applications involve smaller data sets; typical metrology comparisons involve fewer than 30 laboratories. Second, investigation of estimation errors showed that the next higher even-n case provides an excellent approximation for higher odd n. For n > 99 the worst-case differences in probability estimation between the n and n + 1 cases (located by grid search and subsequent maximisation of the difference) were never more than 5 × 10 −5 , with these worst case differences occurring, unsurprisingly, at the steepest part of the cumulative distribution curve (around p = 0.3). For probabilities of 0.95 or above the error in probability estimates due to use of the next even n case were under 10 −6 for all odd n from 101 to 301. Quantiles for odd n could also be estimated from the next even n to far better numerical accuracy than normal tabulation requires; for n≥99, errors in quantile estimation from using the next higher even n were all under 4 × 10 −5 , and less than 10 −6 for probabilities over 0.8. This is inconsequential for typical quantiles. For practical purposes, therefore, it seems safe to use equation (5) for odd n up to n = 99 and equation (3) applied to the next higher even n thereafter.
An understanding of the asymptotic distribution as n grows is also of interest, both for insight and for interpolation, where an exact limiting value aids cubic or spline interpolation near the extremes and also permits interpolation to very large n in tables. The cumulative distribution lim n→∞ F Q E (|d|) is derived in Appendix 1 part 3 (eq (22)). Although again requiring numerical evaluation, this does not involve a numerical integral once an implementation of the Normal distribution is available; probabilities and quantiles can be located rapidly by standard root finding methods. These are practically useful as a limiting value for interpolation to very large n than can conveniently be tabulated. An interesting feature of the limiting distribution is that it is bounded to the left at 0.674/ √ 2 = 0.477, a feature that arises from the fact that the population median of a half-normal distribution is 0.674. This accounts for the general form of the distribution in Figure 2 , which is, as expected, zero at |d| = 0, and increases sharply as it approaches 0.477. This has some interesting effects on the quantiles as n increases; quantiles, especially for lower probabilities from 0.1 to 0.3, are not necessarily monotonic with increasing n as the shape of the curve changes with increasing n, a factor to bear in mind if interpolating between values for n. A set of quantiles for common probabilities and values of n is provided in Table 2 , which also includes asymptotic values in the final row. Figure 3 shows 95% and 99% upper quantiles for n up to 30. As the Figure shows clearly, the quantiles for the even n case follow a different sequence to the odd-n case. The table is accordingly divided into two parts, for odd n and even n. To use the table for intermediate values of n, one can conveniently use the next lower value of n in the relevant part of the table (odd or even).
In addition, functions for calculating arbitrary quantiles, densities and probabilities are provided in the R package metRology [8] , with source code available at the cited URL. A table that can be used for rapid interpolation (strictly, two tables, for odd and even n respectively) is also provided with this manuscript as electronic supplementary information.
Multiple comparisons among IID data
So far we have provided probabilities or critical values for a single observation from a data set. In most studies, however, it is likely that researchers will calculate a value for Q E for all value/uncertainty pairs in a given set of data to aid in locating the less obvious anomalies (often near-central values with small reported uncertainties). Critical values for a single observation are then too low, potentially leading to a high false discovery rate. (3) and (5) N is the total number of observations, including the observation for which a given Q E is calculated. Quantiles are provided such that for normally distributed IID data, a proportion p of data sets will contain no values greater than the quantiles given. The tables are accordingly suitable for use in outlier testing when the median scaled absolute difference is calculated for all data points in a set of size N and the largest are examined. Quantiles for both odd and even N were estimated from 100 runs, each using min(2 × 10 6 , 10 7 /N ) data sets (at least 10 7 quantile determinations in all), followed by smoothing using an appropriate polynomial regression of mean quantile on log n). The most common solution to this problem is to adjust p-values or, if calculating quantiles, adjust the probability, for the number of comparisons. Most such adjustment methods assume that the various observations are independent. For a statistic constructed from pairwise comparisons, this is no longer the case; the calculated values of the statistic for each data point depend to some extent on all of the remaining observations. To assist in the analysis of multiple values, therefore, we provide additional tables constructed from extensive simulation. These tables, provided as Table 3 , are constructed so that, given the null hypothesis of equal locations for all data, a proportion p of data sets will include one or more values of Q E above the critical value given.
(Details of the simulations used to construct Table 3 are given in Appendix 2).
Perhaps surprisingly, however, the simulations used to construct Table 3 also suggest that lack of independence does not present much of a problem for simple p-value adjustment. Figure 4 compares quantiles from Table 3 , obtained from extensive simulation, with quantiles calculated using equations (3) and (5) using probabilities adjusted for multiple observations assuming independence. The adjustment is simply p 1 = p 1/n n in which p 1 is the probability for a single observation falling below the given quantile (as used in equations (3) and (5)) and p n the probability that all of a set of n values fall below the same quantile. The agreement is very good, with deviations visible only for n < 6 and even then inconsequentially small. This appears to follow from the relatively small correlations among different values for Q E in the same data set, which fall off quite rapidly with increasing n. We conclude that for most practical purposes ordinary p-value adjustment methods (for example, Holm [12] or Benjamini-Hochberg ) should provide reasonably safe inference for multiple comparisons, provided that researchers remember that even with this relatively outlier-resistant indicator, one high value in a set will still tend to increase Q E slightly for other observations. It is worth considering which multiple comparison strategy is appropriate for typical applications. For a single laboratory considering its own result, single-observation quantiles (2) should be appropriate. For an outlier test on a complete data set, where the intent is to limit the probability of falsely detecting an outlier when the true means are equal, Holm correction of p-values or reference to 3 would be appropriate. However, very often in examining interlaboratory study data, the researcher is considering which laboratory or laboratories in a data set should be further examined or marked as suspect, when it is quite likely that there are at least some laboratories meriting closer inspection. For this intermediate purpose it is important to balance detection power against the risk of identifying too many laboratory results as suspect. False discovery rate control as provided by Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment [1] and similar methods is therefore likely to provide a more useful balance of power and protection against over-identification of individual laboratories for general inspection purposes.
Critical values and significance levels for heteroscedastic data
In practice, the statistic Q E is expected to be most useful for data with appreciably different stated standard errors or standard uncertainties. For such cases, the tabulated critical values in Table 2 and Table 3 are at best a guide. This can be seen most simply by considering two small simulations; one involving a single laboratory with unusually small (but accurately reported) standard uncertainty and one for the case where a single laboratory has an accurately reported high standard uncertainty. Figure 5 shows the two outcomes. For the case with one unusually small standard uncertainty (0.3 against nine others of 1.0), the distribution of Q E is narrower and the upper 0.95 quantile, at about 1.2, is appreciably below the 95% critical value of about 1.5 in Table 2 . For the laboratory with unusually large standard uncertainty of 3.0, the distribution is broader, more positively skewed than the theoretical IID curve, and has an upper 0.95 quantile of 1.84, appreciably above the tabulated value. In this small simulation, the small-uncertainty laboratory exceeds the theoretical critical value in less than 1% of cases, while the large-uncertainty case shows 10% of the observations as significant at the 95% level.
In principle, one might contemplate specific critical values, or (for observed Q E ), p-values, using adaptations of equations (3) and (5) with one choice of standard deviation associated with one observation and another standard deviation associated with all other observations. In practice, even this is unlikely to be sufficient for accurate probabilities. In a realistic inter-laboratory study, all the reported uncertainties will differ from one another. For practical application with heteroscedastic data, then, we must either adopt a relatively simple 'rule of thumb' and rely on careful follow-up inspection, or use computational methods that incorporate the actual reported uncertainties t provide a case-specific indication.
A simple 'rule of thumb' guideline can be obtained from the IID case. Inspection of the single-observation quantiles in Table 2 shows that the critical values at the 95% level do not exceed 1.7 and for 99% they only reach 2.0 for n < 10. For the multiple-observation tables, the 95% quantiles are between 2.0 and 2.5 and the 99% quantiles are all above 2.5. As a working rule for inspection, therefore, we suggest that a value of Q E above 2 might reasonably be viewed as meriting further inspection. Figure 5 suggests that this guideline should work reasonably well when uncertainties differ by as much as a factor of 3. In modest sized sets of data where some protection against false discovery rate is desired, this threshold can be increased to 2.5 to avoid Table 3 (solid circles) for probability p = 0.95, 0.99, and 0.999 compared with quantiles calculated directly from equations (3) and (5) (lines) using a probability of p 1/n . a) Even n; b) odd n. overly frequent inspection. We checked these guidelines by simulation using variances randomly generated from a χ 2 distribution with three degrees of freedom giving uncertainties (as standard deviation) differing by more than a factor of 10; across data sets of size 5 to 25, individual values of Q E above 2.0 appeared with approximately 1% probability; data sets containing Q E > 2.5 appeared with probability from 1% to 3% as n increased, broadly in line with the expected IID probabilities.
Of course, a 'suspicious' observation is not necessarily 'wrong'; suspicion simply implies a need for closer investigation. One immediate check is to ask whether the value in question has a particularly large uncertainty, which (noting Figure 5) is more likely to generate higher Q E by chance.
Where more rigorous inference is required for heteroscedastic data, a small simulation or parametric bootstrap is the most straightforward method of examining the range of Q E values likely under the hypothesis that all observations arise from populations with the same mean value. Around 2000 iterations is usually sufficient to give approximate 99% upper tail quantiles and takes a few seconds for the small data set sizes encountered in metrology comparisons. All that is required is to generate B sets of random data with mean zero and the reported standard deviation for each data point, and calculate Q E for the resulting B data sets. Empirical quantiles provide approximate critical values applicable to each data point and a rough but case-specific pvalue can be obtained by checking the proportion of simulated Q E values above the observed Q E for a particular observation. Normal p-value adjustment for multiple comparison (for example, those suggested by Holm [12] or by Benjamini and Hochberg [1] ) provides reasonable protection against inflated false discovery rates when examining a whole data set simultaneously. For zero counts, we suggest retaining an estimated (uncorrected) p-value of 1/B and reporting as "less than 1/B" to provide a conservative p-value distinguishable from nonzero counts. This can then be corrected upwards in the normal way for multiple comparisons to give, again, a relatively conservative non-zero p-value.
Median absolute scaled difference as an indicator of anomaly
Returning to the data set of Table 1 , it is now possible to use the MSD indicator to explore whether there are laboratories that show relatively poor agreement with their peers, taking the very different reported uncertainties into account. First, Figure 6 shows the calculated MSD values for each result. While Figure 1 is relatively hard to interpret without the inset, it is immediately clear from inspection of the MSD values that although the range of results may be small, laboratories 4, 8, 9 and 12 show substantial inconsistency with other results when reported uncertainties are taken into account, with laboratory 9 particularly distinct from the majority. Laboratory 5 also shows a need for further consideration. Using the above 'rules of thumb', the MSD values for these laboratories are all above 2.0 and all but laboratory 5 substantially exceed the more stringent value of 2.5. For the most extreme results, from laboratories 1 and 13, and the central set of laboratories (Labs 2, 3, 6, 7, 10 and 11) the MSD values are all well below 2.0, giving no immediate reason for concern. Figure 6 also shows the multiple-observation 95% and 99% quantiles from Table 3 . In this instance, the exact 99% multiple-observation quantile is very close to 2.5, so the more exact quantiles from Table 3 agree well with the simple rules of thumb.
Given that laboratory 5 might be considered marginal, and that some of the apparent inconsistency arises from laboratories with very small reported uncertainties, it is useful to use simulation to examine case-specific quantiles more carefully. Figure 7 shows the results from a 5000-iteration bootstrap in the form of laboratory-specific upper 99% empirical quantiles. The bootstrap tests the null hypothesis that all laboratories have the same mean value and that their results arise from normal distributions with standard deviation equal to the reported standard uncertainty u in Table 1 . For comparison, the single-observation upper 99% quantile from Table 3 is included. Notice that the laboratories reporting larger uncertainties (Laboratories 1, 2 and 13) show result-specific quantiles higher than the IID quantile from Table 3 , while those reporting smaller uncertainties attract lower (more stringent) case-specific quantiles from the Table 1 . Horizontal lines are the multiple-observation 95% (dashed line) and 99% (solid line) quantiles for 13 results, taken from Table 3 . The corresponding single-observation quantiles (Table 2a) simulation. Despite this, and the fact that Figure 7 shows single-observation quantiles, the broad interpretation using the IID quantiles in Figure 6 is largely unchanged.
For a quantitative evaluation, approximate p-values can be calculated from the simulation by taking the proportion of simulated results above the observed MSD in each case. Using a Holm correction for 13 comparisons gives p < 2.6 × 10 −3 for laboratories 4, 8, 9 and 12, with p = 0.005 for laboratory 5. (The value of 2.6 × 10 −3 arises from the suggested procedure above for handling zero observed counts in the simulation). No other results show significant inconsistency, though laboratories 6, 7 and 11 show marginal results (p between 0.05 and 0.10). In this case, then, the case-specific bootstrap results, with Holm correction for multiple comparisons, largely support the immediate interpretation using the multiple-observation quantiles provided by Table 3 , but more strongly suggests that laboratory 5 is also of some concern.
While this study has largely been chosen to illustrate the use of the MSD indicator, it is worth commenting further on the interpretation. Had one laboratory appeared anomalous, attention would naturally turn to seeking a cause specific to that laboratory. Here, five of thirteen participants appear further from the (largely central) majority than their reported uncertainties would suggest. This is a high proportion. While it is of course useful to seek specific issues among those participants, it is worth noting that a general tendency to underestimate uncertainties across all participants might well give a very similar picture. Given that this was an early pilot comparison, a general tendency to underestimate uncertainties among all participants is perhaps not unlikely, and indeed is not an unusual phenomenon [19] . As with most indicators, a high MSD value is a signal that should be followed up, not an immediate proof of individual fault.
Comparison with alternative pairwise indicators
There is a good deal of literature on identification of outliers in inter-laboratory studies with uncertainty information, and an even more substantial literature on the detection of outlying values in the more general field of meta-analysis. For example, Hedges and Olkin [11] provide a Table 1 . Short horizontal solid lines across each bar are the laboratory-specific upper 99% empirical quantiles from a 5000-iteration bootstrap assuming normality. The horizontal dotted line is the 99% single-observation quantile for 13 results, taken from Table 3. thorough treatment of diagnostic procedures for fixed-effect models, and a variety of procedures appropriate to random-effects models has been suggested, including (for example) externally studentized residuals for outlier identification combined with hat values and Cook's distance for identification of influential data points [20] . However, most of these approaches rely on a parametric model including a location, with some scaled indicator of distance from, or influence on, the estimate used as an indication of extreme or unusually influential data points. Part of our motivation here is to avoid the need to agree a model for location as a condition for anomaly identification. With this condition, the only comparable indicator so far applied to inter-laboratory studies is the pairwise chi-squared statistic suggested by Douglas and Steele [7] .
A complete comparison for a wide variety of circumstances is outside the scope of the present paper. However, it is informative to compare the power and robustness -in the sense of resistance to secondary anomalies -of the MSD indicator with that of the pairwise chi-squared indicator. Given that the MSD is based on a median, we might expect somewhat reduced power to detect anomaly compared to the pairwise chi-squared indicator, coupled with higher resistance to secondary anomalies.
For the purpose of comparison, two modest simulations were run. Both assumed 10 data points, which is typical of the size of data set for which the indicators are intended. To examine the power at the null, 9 points were set to mean zero, and the location of the tenth, taken to be the laboratory of interest, was varied. 10 6 replicates for each point were drawn and the proportion of MSD results for each location that exceeded the 95% critical value (from Table 2 ) was recorded. The same exercise was carried out for the pairwise chi-squared statistic, using a 95% upper quantile of 2.61, estimated by Monte Carlo simulation using 10 6 replicates of a ten-laboratory study with all observations standard normal. The 95% upper quantile was determined from the whole data set. The resulting comparison of test power is shown in Figure 8 . As expected, the power for the MSD is slightly lower than for pairwise chi-squared in the mid-range. However, for this size of data set at least, the degradation in power is clearly inconsequential.
The difference in resistance to a second anomalous value was examined using a similar sim- Figure 8 : Results of a simulation on 9 data points distributed as N (0, 1) and one, for which the corresponding pairwise statistic was calculated, whose location was systematically from 0 to 5. ulation in which the relevant pairwise statistic was calculated for one point with true location at zero, and the location of a second data point varied systematically from -6 to +6. Figure 9 shows the results. Ideally, the proportion of results above the 0.95 quantile (essentially the 'false positive rate') would be near 0.05. For MSD, the proportion varies from 0.05 to approximately 0.07 as the 'interfering' anomaly becomes more extreme. Further, the false positive rate does not continue to increase once the anomaly is around 6 from the common mean. By comparison, for the pairwise chi-squared statistic, the false positive rate increases rapidly as the outlier passes ±2 continues outwards. The MSD, as intended, accordingly offers substantially greater protection against false positives caused by secondary extreme values. Taking a definition of breakdown point as the proportion of the data set that can move to +∞ before the statistic itself does so, from inspection, the MSD has breakdown of (N − 1)/2N (which includes the particular value of interest in N ).
Conclusions
We have proposed a new robust pairwise statistic, the pairwise median scaled difference (MSD), for the detection of anomalous location/uncertainty pairs in data with associated uncertainties and established its distribution for the IID case. We have shown that it can be used to identify anomalies in typical interlaboratory data and that it offers similar power to a previously provided chi-squared statistic. In addition, the statistic shows very similar power for the identification of an extreme value to the pairwise chi-squared statistic. We have additionally demonstrated the estimation of observation-specific quantiles and p-values, using simulation, for a heteroscedastic example. Two tables of quantiles have been provided; one that is suitable for checking an individual value in a larger data set, and one that provides a consistent family-wise type 1 error rate. This second table is recommended over the single-observation quantiles for use in identifying anomalous location/uncertainty pairs in new data sets, especially as the data set size increases. Using these tables we have shown that, as a simple rule of thumb for identification of suspect values, values of MSD of 2 or more typically merit further investigation. For more exact interpretation, especially where the standard errors or uncertainties differ appreciably, it is recommended that observation-specific quantiles and p-values be estimated by simulation, and that the resulting p-values be corrected for multiple comparison using, for example, Holm correction or Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate control.
An implementation of the MSD, together with quantile and cumulative probability calculations for the IID case and a parametric bootstrap routine for the heteroscdastic case, is provided in the R metRology package [8] under open source license. An interpolation table suitable for rapid calculation of quantiles and probabilities is provided as electronic supplementary information.
Finally, it is additionally worth considering that while the MSD is suggested primarily for the analysis of interlaboratory data, and particularly for CIPM comparisons, the principle should be equally applicable to similar situations in other disciplines, particularly in the inspection of univariate meta-analysis data sets.
A Distribution of the median absolute scaled difference for independent identically distributed observations
A.1 The even-n case
The distribution of Q E for even n, which leads to an odd number of differences, is reasonably straightforward for identically distributed data with the same (true) mean and standard deviation σ X . For n observations, Q E for a single observation chosen at random from the parent distribution is the median of n − 1 differences drawn randomly from a parent distribution F(.),with density f (.), of the differences. Let Y 1 ≤ Y 2 ≤ . . . ≤ Y n−1 be the order statistics for those n − 1 differences. Then the marginal cumulative distribution function of Y α (α = 1, 2, . . ., n − 1) is given by
(from, for example, [17] p252 ff). The median for n−1 observations is Y (n/2) so the cumulative distribution F Q E (y) is given by
A much more useful form for computation is the incomplete beta function formulation ( [3] , [4] ):
F Q E (y) = I F(y) (r, n − r) (8) in which r = n/2 and I p (a, b) is the incomplete beta function defined for a > 0, b > 0 by
otherwise known as the cumulative distribution function for the beta distribution with parameters a and b. It remains to specify the parent distribution F(y) of the scaled absolute differences
, where x 0 is taken as the observation for the laboratory of interest, x i that for another laboratory (i = 1, 2, . . ., n − 1) and the square root scales for the variance of a difference of two IID observations. Notice that all of the differences include x 0 , so we cannot simply assume that the differences are independent. Instead, we proceed with a calculation conditional on a value x 0 for which the differences can be taken as independent draws from a population with x 0 as a parameter, so that (7) applies, with the intention of integrating out x 0 later. For a given value x 0 for x 0 , then, the density f |D| (|d| |x 0 ) and cumulative distribution F |D| (|d| |x 0 ) are simply
and
Substituting the conditional probabilities into equation (7) gives
Integrating over x 0 (taking x 0 ∼ N (0, 1))
ϕ(x 0 )dx 0 (12) or, in the incomplete beta function form,
requiring integration over both the arbitrary integration variable t and over x 0 to obtain cumulative probabilities. In practice we found that the numerical integral took a few seconds to calculate a complete cumulative probability curve of around 100 points. Quantiles can be found by root finding (slow but accurate as long as the numerical integral remains stable) or by interpolation to a more than adequate approximation for routine use.
A.3 Asymptotic (large n) distribution
Using the fact that for very large n, the distributions of the median for odd and even n converges, we consider only the even-n case for which (since we have n − 1 differences) the median absolute difference is a single order statistic. We use the incomplete beta form shown in eq. 
where we have indicated the dependence on F |D| (|d| |x 0 ). Importantly, note that F |D| (|d| |x 0 ) for any |d| decreases as |x 0 | increases, so the integration domain for x 0 is the region |x 0 | from zero up to |x 0 | such that F |D| (|d| |x 0 ) = 0.5. Noting that |d|| x 0 is independent of the sign of x 0 and x 0 is centred on zero and integrating over φ(x 0 ), (21) reduces to
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function for the standard normal distribution. Algorithmically, this requires locating the median value of |d| in F |D| (which can be done fast by root finding) and returning the corresponding cumulative probability for the half-normal distribution with standard deviation 2 −0.5 . A further application of root finding allows location of quantiles for lim n→∞ F Q E (|d|).
B Practical estimation of quantiles for the IID case
Numerical integration of equation (3) is sufficiently fast for modest, even n to allow single probabilities to be calculated explicitly on demand for the single-observation case, (typically taking under 1 second for 100 such quantiles anywhere up to n = 30). Numerical stability for the even-n case seemed good up to at least n = 10 6 , 4-5 orders of magnitude above any common interlaboratory study size. Numerical root finding to locate quantiles is slower but again sufficiently rapid for small numbers of quantiles. However, for multiple quantiles, calculation of quantiles becomes sufficiently slow to notice, taking seconds per quantile. For odd n, integration of eq. (5) proved feasible at least up to n = 299, though we found that numerical rounding starts to become a problem at high probabilities and n near 400, which we attribute to the combination of multiple numerical integration and the large dynamic range of the two terms in the central subtraction for high n. It is, however, considerably slower than for the even-n case; too slow and computer-intensive for routine use. For such use, interpolation on precalculated tables offers adequate accuracy and very much faster response. Here, we describe the methods used for precalculation and subsequent interpolation.
For interpolation tables, probabilities were calculated for quantiles at 49 regularly spaced values of q/(1 + q) from 0 to 0.8, together with two additional quantiles, at 0.674/ √ 2 and at q/(1 + q) = 1.0 (q = +∞). For even n, probabilities were calculated by numerical integration of equation 7, implemented in its beta density form for numerical stability at high n, for all n from 4 to 30, every whole ten and intervening 4 (e.g. 80, 84, 90, 94, ...) to 100, and for 10 k and 5 × 10 k for k = 2 to k = 5. The asymptotic (large n) values from eq. (22) were appended to the table for infinite n. For odd n, probabilities were obtained by numerical integration of eq. (5), for all odd n from 3 to 29, then odd multiples of 5 to 95, then at intervals of 20 from 109 to 189. For interpolation of odd values thereafter, even-n probabilities (above) were added to the table. The resulting tables are provided as electronic supplementary material.
For interpolated probabilities for tabulated values of n, we recommend use of a monotonic spline such as that of Hyman [13] , fitting tabulated probabilities as a function of q/(1 + q). This appears to cope well with the relatively sharp increase in cumulative probability near 0.674/ √ 2 for larger n. For values of n that are not tabulated, we suggest cubic interpolation of probabilities at each quantile on n/(n+1) to generate a set of interpolated probabilities for each new n, followed by monotonic spline interpolation on q/(q + 1) as above. A quadratic interpolation on n/(n + 1) suffices where interpolation is between the two final tabulated values of n/(n + 1). Comparison of spline interpolation using these methods with quadrature integration at arbitrary test points other than spline knots (also provided as a separate table for validation) showed agreement better than 0.0005 for quantile estimates determined from accurate integration.
For determination of quantiles from probabilities, we recommend numerical root-finding on the probability interpolation spline described above; that is, numerically selecting a quantile such that the returned probability is equal to that required. A possible 'inverse' strategy, modelling the tabulated quantiles as a function of calculated probability, was examined briefly but was not found useful. First, the cumulative probability is almost constant (near 1.0) above about q = 2.5 and transposition of quantile and probability results in near-vertical gradient at the upper extreme (and at the lower end for high n), with severe adverse effects on spline fitting and interpolation. Second, transposing the model generates a very different interpolation spline to that for predicting probabilities from quantiles, with the result that probabilities found for a known quantile do not return the starting quantile accurately when using the transposed interpolating function. We accordingly recommend root-finding on the probability interpolation spline as above, rather than refitting the quantiles as a function of probability.
For the multiple-comparison cases, Table 3 gives quantiles estimated by simulation. The comparison in Figure 4 shows that for outlier detection, interpolation on single-value quantiles using simple adjusted probabilities is likely to be sufficient for most practical purposes. We therefore do not provide additional interpolation tables for the multiple-comparison case.
